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Given a doubly even binary code of order 2”, we define a code loop, a 
certain Moufang loop of order 2” + ‘. It is something like “a nonassociative 
extraspecial 2-group.” The squaring, commutation, and association 
relations are related to the code structure. 
The first main result of this paper, Theorem 10, proves existence of the 
above sort of Moufang loop. The possibility of doing this was inspired by 
Richard Parker’s recent construction of certain Moufang loops and by 
Conway’s use of this idea in giving a new construction of the monster and 
its nonassociative algebra [2]. Our aim was to make a construction based 
on doubly even codes, which are rather familiar objects, and to thereby 
extend the domain of this sort of construction. Parker’s approach does not 
involve codes. Rather, one is given a vector space V over F, and a subset 9 
of V- (0). Squaring, commutation, and association is based on how many 
vectors in certain subspaces lie in 9. A special hypothesis is that every 4- 
dimensional space contain evenly many elements of 9. This is satisfied by 
the set of dodecads in the binary Golay code; that this is so follows from 
Proposition 11 of this paper (we do not know of a reference for this fact in 
the existing literature). See Definition 13 for an exact statement. Later, we 
realized that Parker’s construction and ours involved exactly the same 
objects (see Theorem 14). This coincidence was not obvious at first. 
Even though we have not created any loops which did not already exist, 
our interpretation of these loops puts them in a natural context, hence may 
have some value. We know of no other published proof of the construction 
of this class of loops. Parker has apparently not circulated his proof. For 
some recent developments, see [7]. 
DEFINITION 1. A loop is a set 9 with a binary operation .Y x 9’ + 9 
such that .Z has an identity element and every element of 9 has a 2-sided 
inverse. 
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DEFINITION 2. A loop is Moufang if it satisfies any of these equivalent 
properties: (1) xy.zx=(x. yz)x; (2) (xy.z) y=x(y.zy); (3) x(y.xz)= 
(xy * x) z; for all loop elements x, y, z. 
We recall a basic result. See Bruck [ 11. 
THEOREM 3 (Moufang). Zf a, b, c are elements of a Moufang loop and 
ab . c = a. bc, the subloop generated by {a, b, c} is a group. 
DEFINITION 4. Let V be a subspace of P(Q), the power set of a finite set 
D regarded as a vector space over IF,. We say that V is doubly even if A E V 
implies JAI E 0 (mod 4). Thus, IA n BI is even, for A, BE V. 
LEMMA 5. For elements of a doubly even code, 
(i) $x1 ++lx+yl +$yl =$lxnyl (mod2). 
(ii) ${lxl+lyl+lzl+lx+yl+ly+zl+lz+xl+lx+y+z() = 
lxnynzl (mod 2). 
(iii) ;Ix n (u + v)l + Ix n u n 01 = #xnul + flxn vi; $1~ n x1=, 
uil + &jxnuinuj( = $ C;=l IxnuJ (mod2). 
(iv) I(x+y) n (u+v)I = lxnul + lynul + lxnvl + lynvl - 
2(Ixnynul + Ixnynvl + lxnunvl + lynunvl) + 4Jxnynunul. 
DEFINITION 6. Let F’d P(Q) be doubly even. A factor set is a function 
cp: Vx V+ F, such that 
(S) cpk xl = blxl; 
CC) ~(4 ~)+cp(~,x)=tlxnyl; 
(A) CP(X,Y) + CP(X+Y,Z) + CP(Y,Z) + CP(X,Y+Z) = lxnynzl for 
all x, y, 2 E V. 
Two factor sets are equivalent if their difference is expressible as U(X) + 
c(( y) + c((x + y), for some function ~1: V+ F, with a(O) = 0. 
LEMMA 7. For any factor set cp, 
0) cp(O,x)=cp(x,O)=O; 
(ii) cp(x, Y) + cp(4 X+Y) =blxl; 
(iii) cp(b, x) + q$b, x+ d) + rp(d, x) + cp(d, x+ b) = $bndl, for all 
x, y, b, dE V. 
Proof: (i) In (A), set x=0 to get ~(0, y) + cp(y, z) + cp(y, z) + 
~(0, y+z) =O, i.e., that ~(0, y) is independent of y. Now use (A) with 
x = 0 to get ~(0, y) = 0, then (C) to get cp( y, 0) = 0. 
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(ii) In (A), set y=x to get cp(x, x) + ~(0, Z) + cp(x, Z) + 
q(x, x+z) =O. Now use (i) and (S). 
(iii) From (A), q(b, x) + cp(b +x, d) + cp(x, d) + cp(b, x+d) = 
Ixnbndl. From(C), q(b+x, d) + cp(d,b+x) = $dn(b+x)l = $dnbj 
+ ildnbl + Idn b nx( and cp(x, d) + cp(d, x) = $lxn d(. 
NOTATION 8. (I’, cp) is the set F, x V with binary compositon (c, x)0 
(d, y) = (c + d+ (x, y), x +y). At once, (I’, cp) is a loop. We call it a code 
loop. 
PROPOSITION 9. A code loop is a Moufang loop, 
Proof: The Moufang identity in (V, 4) is equivalent to 
cp(x, Y) + dz, x) + dx +y, z + xl = dY, z) + cp(X> Y + z) + dx +y + z, xl. 
(1) 
Using (A), dx, Y) + dx+y,z+x) + cp(y,z+x) + cp(x,x+y+z) = 
Ixnyn(x+z)l = lxnynzl and so cp(x,y) + cp(x+y,z+x) = 
cp(y,z+x) + cp(x+y+z,x) + lxnynzl + ilxn(x+y+z)l. The last 
term equals $xnyl + 4lxnzl + Ixnynzl. Thus (1) is equivalent to 
O=cp(z,x)+cp(y,z)+cp(x,y+z)+cp(y,z+x)+tlxnyl+tlxnzl. (2) 
Since cp(z, x) = cp(x, z) + &lx n zl, (2) follows from Lemma 7(iii). 
THEOREM 10. Given a doubly even subspace V < P(O), factor sets exist. 
In fact, ifn = dim V, there are 22”p”-1 of them. Any two are equivalent. 
First Proof: Induction. Choose a chain of subspaces V, < V, < . . . < 
V, = V, with dim Vi = i. Set W, = Vk + I - Vk, for k = 0, l,..., n - 1. We argue 
by induction on k that there is cp: V, x V, + F, so that (S), (C), and (A) 
hold. 
Suppose k= 1. Define cp(x, y) =0 if OE {x, y} and cp(x, x) = +lxI, for 
XE v, - (0). 
We now suppose that n - 12 k > 0 and that cp has been defined on 
V, x Vk and satisfies (S), (C), and (A). We choose x E W,. Consider the 
axioms 
(Q) cpb, ~)+cp(x,x+.~)=~lxl; 
(R) cp(b,x)+cp(b,x+d)+cp(d,x)+cp(d,x+b)=+Jbndl. 
These are taken from Lemma 7, and we use them to define cp on Vk+ 1 x 
V k+l’ The definition proceeds in steps. 
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(Dl) Define cp arbitrarily on (x} x V,, but make cp(x, 0) = 0; deduce 
the values of cp on V, x {x} using (C). 
(D2) Deduce cp on {x} x W, by imposing (Q) and deduce cp on 
W, x {x} from (C). 
(D3) Deduce cp on W,x W, by using (R) with bE Vk, de Wk. 
(D4) Deduce rp on W, x V, by using (Q) with x representing an 
arbitrary element of W, and y E V,; deduce cp on Vk x W, using (C). 
We must now check that (S), (C), and (A) hold for this cp defined on 
V k+lx vk+l. 
(S): From (D2), cp(x, 0) + 9(x, x) = $1~1 and cp(x, 0) = 0 from (Dl). 
Now take d= x+ bE W,, bE V,. From (D3), q(d, d) = q(b, x) + cp(b, b) 
+ cp(b+x,x) + $bn(b+x)l. From (Dl) and (D2), cp(b,x) + 
cp(b+x, x) = cp(x, b) + cp(x, x+ b) = +1x1. So, cp(d, d) = $ldl because 
cp(b, b)=+lbl, by induction, and ilbn(b+x)l =flbnxl and by Lem- 
ma 5(i). 
(C): cp(a, b) + q(b, a) = ilu n bJ holds by induction or by definition, 
unless a, bE Wk. Assume, then, that a, bc Wk. By (D3), cp(a, b) and cp(b, a) 
were defined by 
q(b +x, x) + q(b + x, x + a) + cp(u, x) + ~(a, b) = $(b + x) n al, (1) 
cp(u+x,x)+cp(u+x,x+b)+cp(b,x)+cp(b,u)=~~(u+x)nbl, (2) 
respectively. Let R, ,..., R, denote the eight summands on the left side. 
From (Dl), R, + R,=alxl and R, + R, = $x1. By induction, R, + 
R,=Il(u+x)n(b+x)l,whichbyLemma5(iv)equalstlxnbl+tlunxl+ 
$1~ n bl. Summing (1) and (2) and simplifying their right sides, we get 
cp(u, b) + cp(b, a) = ilu n bl, as required. 
(A): This is the hardest axiom to check. Define A(u, b, c) = cp(u, b) 
+ cp(u + b, c) + cp(b, c) + cp(u, b + c). By induction A(u, 6, c) = la n b n cl 
for a, 6, CE Vk. For a, b, CE Vk+,, A(u, b, c) + A(b, c, a) + A(c, a, b) = 
cp(u+b,c) + cp(b+c,u) + q(c+u,b) + cp(u,b+c) + cp(b,c+u) + 
cp(c, a + b). Since (C) holds, this simplifies to 
A(u, b, c)+A(b, c, a) + A(c,u, b)= lunbncl, (3) 
using Lemma S(iii). We shall prove (A) by studying cases, and (3) will cut 
down the work. 
Case 1. a, b, CE Wk. By definition of cp(u, b) and cp(b, c), from (D3), 
cp(b + x, x) + cp(b +x, x + a) + cp(u, x) + cp(u, b) = fl(b + x) n al (4) 
cp(c+x,x)+cp(c+x,x+b)+cp(b,x)=$(c+x)nbl. (5) 
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From (D4), cp(a+b,c) = $(a+b)ncl + cp(c,a+b) = $l(u+b)ncl + 
cp(c, a + b + c) + alcl and cp(a, b + c) = cp(a, a + b + c) + +I al. From (D3), 
cp(u+b+c+x,x)+cp(u+b+c+x,x+u)+cp(u,x)+cp(u,u+b+c) 
=fJun(b+c+x)J (6) 
cp(u+b+c+x,x)+cp(u+b+c+x,x+c)+cp(c,x)+cp(c,u+b+c) 
=$cn(u+b+x)J. (7) 
Define T = cp(b+x, x+u) + cp(c+x, x+b) + cp(u+b+c+x, x+u) + 
cp(u+b+c+x, x+c) and U = $(b+x)nul + il(c+x)nbJ + 
$un(b+c+x)J + $cn(u+b+x)J + $(u+b)ncJ + $1~1 + $21, which, 
by Lemma S(iii), equals +lcl + fluI + $xnbl + +lxncj + Ibnxnul + 
lcnxnbl + Junbncl + lunbnxl + JuncnxJ + lcnunbi + 
Icnunxl + Icnbnxl + tl(u+b)ncl = $1~1 + alul + ilxnbl + 
#xncl + $uncI + $)bncJ + Junbnc). Then, using cp(b+x,x) + 
cp(b, x) = +1x/ = cp(c+x, x) + cp(c, x), we get A(u, 6, c) = TS U. 
Since r=x+u, s=x+b, and t=x+c are in V,, we may evaluate T by 
induction. We have T = cp(s, r) + cp(t, s) + cp(r +s + t, r) + 
cp(r + s + t, t). By induction, cp(r + s + t, r) = cp(r, r + s + t) + $r n (s + t)j 
= cp(r,s+t) + alrl + +lrn(s+t)l = cp(s+t,r) + +jrl and cp(r+s+t, t) 
= cp(r+s,t) + #tl = cp(t,r+s) + +l(r+s)ntl + $1~1. Therefore, T = 
A(t,s,r) + $Itl + aIrI + +(tn(r+s)l = Itnsnrl + bltl + $rl + 
$tn(r+s)l = $14 + $rl + +Itnrl + Jjltnsl = +jx+cl + $Ix+ul + 
il(x+c)n(x+u)l + tl(x+c)n(x+b)l = $1~1 + $1 + tlxncl + 
$jxnul + $lxnal + $xncl + $uncl + tlxnbl + ilxncl + tlbncl = 
+lcl + $z + $1 ancl + $xnbl + ilxncl + $bncl. We conclude that 
A(u, b, c) = TS U = Ian bn cl, as required. 
Cuse2. a, CE Vkr bE Wk. Set x=a+b+c, y=a+b, z=b. Case 1 for 
x, y, z gives la n b n CJ = A(a + b + c, a + b, 6). Using (D4), we get 
da, b + c) = da, a + b + c) + $a\ 
= cp(a + b + c, a) + $ul + $un (b + c)l 
cp(u + b, c) = cp(u + b, a + b + c) + $2 + 61 
=cp(a+b+c,a+b)+~la+bl+tl(u+b)ncl 
da, b) = cp(b, a) + +IQ n 4 
(8) 
(9) 
=cp(b,a+b)+~lbl+~~anb~=cp(u+b,b)+~lbl. (10) 
Therefore, A(a, b, c) = A(u+ b+ c, a+ b, b) + $lbl + fluI + #a+ b( + 
tlu n (b + c)l + fl(u + b) n cl + tlb n cl (the last summand is the price for 
changing cp(c, b) to q(b, c)), and A(u, b, c) = la n b n cl. 
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Case 3. aE W,, b, CE V,. From (D4), 
da, b) + da, a + b) = ilal (11) 
cp(a, b + c) + cp(a, a + b + c) = #aI (12) 
cp(a + b, c) + cp(a + b, a + b + c) = ala + b(. (13) 
Thus, A(a,b,c) = cp(a,a+b) + cp(a+b,a+b+c) + cp(b,c) + 
cp(a, a + b + c) + $a+ bl. We now refer to (D3) to get 
cp(a+b+x,x)+cp(a+b+x,x+a)+cp(a,x)+cp(a,a+b) 
=fl(b+x)nal 
cp(a+b+c+x,x)+cp(a+b+c+x,a+b+x) 
(14) 
+cp(a+b,x)+cp(a+b,a+b+c) 
=#(c+x)n(a+b)l (15) 
cp(a+b+c+x,x)+cp(a+b+c+x,x+a)+cp(a,x)+p(a,a+b+c) 
=$((b+c+x)na(. (16) 
Let R, be the (i, j) term on the left sides of these equations, i = 1, 2, 3, j = 
1, 2, 3, 4. From (C) and (D4), R,, + Rz3=$IxI. Also, R13= R,, and 
R,,=R,,. Now set u=a+b+x, v=a+x. Since u, v, CE V,, we have by 
induction that cp(v, U) + ~(21, U+C) + cp(c, U) + cp(c, U+V) = $lvncl. 
Note that R,, = cp(v, U) + ilunvl, R 32 = du, u + c) + il(u+ c)n4, R,, 
= cp(c, U) + $1~1, cp(c, u+ u) = cp(c, b) = cp(b, c) + #bn cl. Therefore, 
R,, + R,, + R,, = $1~1 + $lvnc( + $unul + tl(u+c)nul + $ZA + 
5lWMl + cp(b,c) + #(b+x)nal + tl(c+x)n(a+b)l + 
$(b+c+x)nal = alxl + lunvncl + 41~1 + &lbncl + cp(b,c) + 
$bnal + flxnal + lbnxnal + tl(c+x)nal + $(c+x)nbl + 
I(c+x)nanbl + $lbnal + $(c+x)nal + ilbnal + )(c+x)nanbl 
= $x1 + lbnanci + (bnxncl + fla+b+xJ + $bncl + cp(b,c) + 
&lxnal + Ibnxnal + #(c+x)nbl = fla+bl + 4lanxl + ilbnxl + 
lanbnxl + Ibnancl + Ibnxnc( + ilbnc( + q(b,c) + $jxnal + 
lbnxnal + tlcnbl + tlxnb) + lcnxnbl = tla+bl + (anbncl + 
cp(b, c). It follows that A(a, b, c) = Ian bn cl, as required. 
Case 4. cE W,, a, bE V,. A(a, b, c)= lanbncl follows from (3) and 
Cases 2 and 3. 
Case 5. a, bE W,, CE V,. Case 3 applied to x=a, y=a+b+c, z=c 
gives Janbncl = A(a, a+ b+c, c). By (D4), cp(a, a+ b+c) = 
cp(a,b+c)++lal andcp(b+c,c) = cp(b+c,b) + alb+cJ = cp(b,b+c) + 
$bn cl + bib+ cl = cp(b, c) + ;lcI. By induction, cp(a + b + c, c) = 
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cp(c,a+b+c) + #(a+b)ncl = cp(c,a+b) + $1~1 + fl(a+b)ncl = 
cp(a+ b, c) + $1~1. Again, by (D4), cp(a, a+ b) = cp(a, 6) + dial. Thus, 
A(a, a + b + c, c) = A(a, b, c). 
Case 6. a E V,, b, c E Wk. The same argument as Case 5, except that we 
employ (C) in slightly different ways to use (D4). 
Case 7. a, c E W,, b E Vk. Use Cases 5 and 6 and (3). 
This completes the induction step. 
We now prove that two factor sets are equivalent. If [(x, JJ) denotes the 
difference of two factor sets, c: V x V+ IF, satisfies [(x, x) = 0, [(x, y) + 
UY, x) =O, and 5(x, Y) + UX+Y, z) + KY, z) + i(x, Y+Z) =O for all x, 
y, ZE V. Thus, [ is a 2-cocycle which gives an elementary abelian group as 
an extension of V by F,, hence i is cohomologous to 0, i.e., there is 
a: V+ IF, with [(x, y) = a(x) + a(y) + c((x +y). Thus, our two factor 
sets are equivalent. 
The number of factor sets is, from n applications of (Dl), 2A(“), where 
A(n) = C;= 1 (2’- ’ - 1) = 2” - 1 -n. The previous paragraph suggests 
that A(n) might be 2” - 1. The difference of n is explained by the fact that 
replacement of a factor set cp(x, y) by cp(x, y) + a(x) + a(y) + CL(X + y) 
results in no change precisely when LX V-t IF, is a homomorphism. 
Second Proof H. N. Ward was so kind as to supply an existence proof 
for factor sets by using a calculus described in his paper [6]. In the 
notation of [6], we are looking for a function $ such that 
cp(x, xl = 4(x) 
cp(x> Y) + CP(Y> x)=44x, Y) 
dx, Y) + dx +Y, z) + W, z) + cp(x> Y +z) =4(x, Y, z), 
(*I 
where q(x)=Slxl, for XE V (see Lemma 5). Notice that dq(w, x, y, z)=O 
(see Proposition 11). Thus, the combinatorial degree of q and the 
polynomial degree of q are at most 3. Since q(0) = 0, q is a linear com- 
bination of II,, 1,1,, and A1&&, where lie V*. Define xi= Ai for XE V. 
Then, using 2.5 of [6], 
44x, Y) = 0 if p=I2,; 
44x, Y) = ~1.~2 + ~2.~1 
and 
44x, Y, z) = 0 if p=II,A,; 
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and 
dP(4 Y, 2) = 1 xiYjzk if p=i,&&. 
ji,j,k} = /1.2,3) 
If p=A.,, ;1,1,, or ;1,1,A, replaces q on the right side of (*), then 
44 Y)‘Xl? xlY2y Or xly2Y3 +hx2Y +.hY2x3T respectively, is a solution. 
Since q is a linear combination of such p, the correponding linear com- 
bination of the respective cp solves (*). 
We finish as in the First Proof. 
We now record an elementary property of doubly even codes. 
PROPOSITION 11. Ifdim Va4, CUsV cp(o, u)=O. 
Proof: Write V= U@ W, where dim U = 2. For w  E W, w # 0, let S(w) 
be the 3-space span(U, w}. If UEV, I{WE W-{O}IUES(W)}I is 1 or 
1 W/-l; both numbers are odd. For SC I’, let a(S)=z:,,. cp(v, v). 
Then a(V)=&E w- (Oj a(S(w)). Let {ui, u2} be a basis of U. By 
Lemma5(ii), a(S(w))= I~nu,nu,l. Therefore, since dim W>2, a(V)= 
IE n.tW~10~w)nu,nu21=IOnu,nu2J=0. 
DEFINITION 12. Let Y be a loop. We say that Y is afforded by the code 
I’ if V is a binary, doubly even code and there is a factor set cp such that 
9 2 (I’, cp). We also say that V affords 9. 
We now proceed to the setup considered by Parker. The model for this 
definition is the case where V is the binary Golay code and 9 is the family 
of 2576 dodecads in V. 
DEFINITION 13. Let V be any finite-dimensional vector space over F2. 
Let 9 be any subset of V- (0). A Parker function is a function p: V x 
V--f F, such that 
6) ~(4 x)= Ixngl; 
(Cl P(x, Y)+P(Y, X)=Ci,jtFz I(ix+b)nA; 
(A) P(x, Y) + P(X+Y, Z) + P(y, Z) + P(X, Y +z) = xij.keFz I(ix+ 
jy+kz)ngl. 
The associated Parker loop is (V, p), the set F2 x V with binary com- 
position (c, x)o(d, y) = (c + d+ p(x, y), x +y). 
We write p(x) or q(x) for p(x, x). Notice that the right sides of (C), (A) 
are 0 if (4 y), {x, Y, z}, respectively, are linearly dependent. Also, write 
4(x, Y) for CiJEFZ P(~x+~Y) and 4(X, Y, Z) for &,keF2 P(~x+~Y +kz). 
The Parker condition is the requirement that, for any 4-dimensional sub- 
space U < V, C,v t L, p(x) = 0. 
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THEOREM 14. Zf V satisfies the Parker condition, the Parker loop (V, p) 
is a code loop. More precisely, there is a doubly even code W, a linear 
isomorphism c(: V -+ W, and a factor set rp on W such that (c, v)- (c, a(v)) 
gives an isomorphism of loops (V, p)g ( W, cp). In particular, (V, p) is a 
Moufang loop. Conversely, a code loop is a Parker loop satisfying the Parker 
condition. 
This theorem shows that the loops obtained by the apparently special 
conditions of Parker’s construction are identical to those coming from the 
rather natural-looking doubly even code construction of Proposition 9. The 
converse is trivial to prove, since we take 9 to be the family of sets in the 
code with cardinality 4 (mod S), then quote Proposition 11. 
The code affording (V, p) is certainly not unique. Let Cd P(Q) be such 
a code and let r be a set, Irl= 0 (mod 8), Q n r= @. Take any nonzero 
linear map f: C + F2 and define C’ d P(Q u r) as the set of all x + f (x) r, 
for x E C. Then C’ affords (V, p) and C’ & C. 
Before proving the Theorem, we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 15. Zf the Parker condition holds, q(x, y, z) is trilinear. 
Proof: Suppose that z = z1 + z2. Without loss, {x, y } is independent. 
Suppose that all of {x, y, z}, {x, y, z1 }, and {x, y, z2 i are independent. 
Then {x, y, z, , z2} spans a 4-space, U. We have q(x, y, z) + q(x, y, zl) + 
4(-G Y> 4 = c ,E U p(t) = 0, whence linearity in this case. 
If not all three sets are independent, then oddly many are dependent and 
q vanishes on these, whence dependence since the remaining sets span the 
same 3-space. 
We are done by symmetry. 
Proof of Theorem 14. We induct on dim V. If dim V = 0, the argument 
is trivial and if dim V = 1, say, V= (0, x], just take an 8-set or a 4-set, A, 
as p(x) = 0 or 1 and let W= (0, A} <P(A). 
Now let k > 1 and take a basis x, ,..., xk+ , for V. Set U = span{x, ,..., xk}. 
By induction, there are a finite set a, a doubly even subspace W < P(Q), a 
factor set cp on W, and a linear isomorphism ~1: U --+ W such that 
P(u,, 4 = cp(44), c42+)), for uI1 u2 E U. 
For i, j = l,..., k, i # j, let Qi be an 8-set and 52, an 8-set and Qk+, an 
8-set, with all of Qi, Q, mutually disjoint and disjoint from Q. Define 
Bi=cc(x,)uQiu fi sz, 
j=l 
i#i 
and Ci=p(X,,Xk+,)+p(Xk+l,~~), for i= l,..., k. Define d,= 
q(xi,xj,x,+,),ifj,l~i,j~k.Fori#jin{l,...,k}takeA,i~52,itobea 
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set of cardinality d, (mod 2). Then take A;cQ,, i= l,..., k, so that 
~IAiulJjziAijl =cj (mod2). Finally, take Ak+,zOk+i so that 
k+l 
A= u Aiv u A, 
I=1 LfJ 
i,j= l,...,k 
satisfies +[A[ = p(x,+ I) (mod 2). 
Let 52’ be the union of Q and all the 52, and Q,. Set IV’= 
span{ B, ,..., B,, A} d P(V). The space w’ is doubly even since the basis 
elements have cardinality 0 (mod 4) and the intersection of any two is an 
even set. We define a linear isomorphism LX’: V-+ IV’ by a’(~,) = Bi, i = 
l,..., k, and @‘(xk + , ) = A. 
We now prove that 
$b(u)l = P(U) for u E V; (1) 
and 
~~“~xk+l~+~~xk+l~u~=tlcr’~u~nAl for xEV-U,UEU. (2) 
By induction on k, it s&ices to check (1) for u of the form u + xk + i, u E U. 
We prove (1) and (2) by induction on the cardinality of supp(u) = the set 
of i appearing in an expression of u as a linear combination of x, ,..., xk. 
If (supp(u)( < 1, (I) and (2) follow by the definitions. Now suppose 
Isupp(u)l 22. Write U=U, +u, where lsupp(u,)l < Isupp(u)), i= 1,2. 
The functions q(x, y, z) and q’(x, y, z) = la’(x) n a’(y) n a’(z)1 are both 
trilinear (Lemmas 5 and 15), and both alternating. We agrue that they are 
equal, and it s&ices to check them on triples (xi, x,, x,), i< j< 1. By induc- 
tion, we may even assume that I = k + 1. On such triples, we have equality 
since A was arranged to satisfy IA n B, n Bjl = d, (mod 2). 
We have q(ul, %, X)=&J~F~ P(~u, +j%+lxk+,). If (Lj, I)# (1, 1, 11, 
we have p(iu1+ju2+~xk+,) = a/~‘(iul+j~2+hk+1)(, by induction on k 
or on the cardinality of support. The previous paragraph now gives 
equality at (1, 1, 1). So, (1) holds. 
To get (2), we argue as follows. From (C), p(u, xk + ,) + p(xk+, , u) = 
ci,jsF2 Ptixk+l+@) = dul,%3xk+l) + dul,xk+l) + dh,xk+l) = 
lcr’(u,) n a’(u,)nAl + $la’(u,)nAl + ila’(u,)nAl, by induction. By 
Lemma S(iii), the right side equals ii&‘(~) n Al, proving (2). 
It follows from (1) that cp’(x, y)=p(cP’(x), &l(y)) is a factor set on 
IV’. At once, (V, p)~(w’,cp’) via (c,u)cr(c,c~‘(u)). Since (IV’, cp’) is a 
Moufang loop, all parts of Theorem 14 are proven. 
EXAMPLE 16. Let dim V = 3 and D = V - (0). The loop Y afforded by 
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V has order 24. The eight pairs { f x}, x E 9, form a double basis for the 
Cayley number, V. Aut(dp) is a nonsplit extension 23. L,(2), and it is well 
known that Aut(5?)<Aut(%), whose complexitied form is G*(C). See [7] 
for full details on this. 
We show that dp is afforded by a code. Take Q = { 1,2,..., 7}, and let 
V< P(Q) be the span of { 1,2, 3,4}, (3,4, 5,6}, { 1, 3, 5, 7). Every non- 
zero set in V has cardinality 4. 
The procedure of Theorem 14 for finding a suitable 52 constructs one of 
cardinality 38. Evidently, that procedure is not best-possible. 
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